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ABSTRACT
Anadaptive
A Bayesianapproach
to modelinga richclassof nonconjugate
problemsis presented.
for
the
is
as
a
mechanism
MonteCarlointegration
known
as
Gibbs
sampler proposed
technique
a conceptually
andcomputationally
Theresult
simplesolutionin sucha framework.
implementing
is a generalstrategyfor obtainingmarginalposteriordensitiesunderchangingspecificationof
the modelerrordensitiesand relatedpriordensities.We illustratethe approachin a nonlinear
regressionsetting,comparingthe meritsof threecandidateerrordistributions.

RESUME
Une approchebayesienneest presenteeafind'aborderuneclasse6tenduede problbmes
du type
non conjugue.Une techniqueadaptatived'integration
MonteCarlo,l'chantillonneurde Gibbs,
est propos&e;
elle apporteune solutionsimpletantdu pointde vue conceptuelque du pointde
vue calculatoire.Le resultatprocureune strategiegeneraledans le but d'obtenirdes densitesa
sont
posteriorimarginales
lorsqueles lois des erreurs,et les lois a prioricorrespondantes,
alt&rres.
L'approcheest illustreedansun contextede regressionnon lineaireoii les meritesde troislois
pourles erreurssontcompares.

1. INTRODUCTION
= 1,..., n, where the gtj are
Consider the common statistical model yj =
+
tj qj, j
unknownmean structures(perhapsdependingon the value of a covariatexj or a parameter
vector 0, common to all n observations),and the Ejare independentrandomerrorshaving
densityf with mean 0. Let y = (y1,...,y,n) denote the collection of data. A Bayesian
analysismight assumean i.i.d. priorspecificationfor the gj conditionalon some parameter
r1,say ltj = g(1) + tj, where g(rl) is a prior mean structureand the tj are randomerrors
distributedindependentlyof the cj accordingto a density t having mean 0. A common
difficulty faced by practicing Bayesians is the appropriatespecification of the model
and prior error densities, f and t. For mathematicalconvenience, one might proceed
by selecting a prior it which is conjugate with f, i.e., one which leads to posterior
distributionsp(!tIIy) whose normalized forms are analytically available. Unfortunately,
this computationally simple approach is often not possible, since the existence of a
conjugateprior is not guaranteed.Further,even when a conjugateprior is available,it is
often unrealistic (for example, imposing a normal prior on an already tenuous normallikelihood assumption).At the very least, we would be interestedin assessing the effect
on the posterior distributionof departing from such an artificial assumption. On the
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other hand, realistic choices forf and n typically lead to arduous,high-dimensional,and
occasionally intractablenumericalintegrationin orderto obtainp(jILy) for anyj.
In practice, we would like a formal method for assessing the relative merits of two
or more competing specifications for f (model choice) or n (prior robustness). The
Bayesian decision paradigmhas long offered an attractivetheoreticalsetting for such a
comparison (see for example Box and Tiao 1973, Smith 1983, and Berger 1985), but
the aforementionedcomputationalconcerns have traditionallyhamperedits applicability.
Recently,however,an adaptiveMonte Carlo integrationscheme known as the Gibbs sampler (Gelfand and Smith 1990) has proved to be a simple yet powerful tool in analyzing
conjugate Bayesian hierarchicalmodels (see for example Gelfand et al. 1990). In this
paper we extend this applicabilityto nonconjugatescenarios via a highly parametrized
model which exploits the simplicity of the Gibbs sampler in the conjugate case.
Section 2 discusses our Bayesian model specification,and providesa generalparadigm
for the Bayesian modeling of nonnormalerrors.The methodology is developed with our
computationaltool, the Gibbs sampler,in mind. In particular,we focus on the wide range
of error densities available as scale mixtures of normal distributions.Finally, Section
3 illustrates our approachby considering a nonlinear response surface, and offers a
numericalexample where we compare normal,t, and double-exponentialerrors.

2. BAYESIANMODELSPECIFICATION
AND THEGIBBSSAMPLER
Consider the specification of the error densityf (specificationof the prior t follows
analogously). Assume we have a series of independent errors jlao,i
N(O,joy2),
n. Then placing a prior on Xj enables a wide varietyof model,-,errordensities
j =
1,....,
to emerge as scale mixturesof normaldistributions(Andrewsand Mallows 1974).
f(fj Io)
Thatis, f(ejIO) = fSp(jIyO,Xj)p(Xj)
the followinglist
dXj,j = 1,..., n. In particular,
identifies the necessary functional forms for
to obtain a wide range of densities
which representdeparturesfrom normality: p(,j)
2 then E Ia tv(0,a).
t-family errors: If v/1j
,
,--the
errors:
If , r--E(2),
Double-exponential
exponentialdistributionhaving mean 2,
then Eja r DE(O,a), where DE denotes the double-exponentialdistribution.
a
is stable with parametera/2, then ejlo
Exponential-power-familyerrors: If
p(k•)
where
EP
the
denotes
distribution.
EP(a, a),
exponentialpower
has the asymptoticKolmogorovdistance distribution,then
Logistic errors: If
1/'Xij
jla is logistic (see Andrews and Mallows 1974).
Several authors, including Box and Tiao (1973, p. 157) and Spiegelhalter (1977),
have attemptedto use this scale-mixturesapproachto modelling in order to investigate
Bayesian robustness issues. However, analytical computations using these nonnormal
distributionalassumptions,even with improperpriors, are notoriously difficult. This is
especially true when Lt;is a nonlinearfunction of 0. Common examples of such models
include the exponentialgrowthmodel 4tj= Olee2xj,the inversepolynomialmodel (Nelder
1966) = (xi - 01)/{02 + 03(xj +OI)}, and more application-specificmodels (see the
tj
example in Section 3 below) such as the Michaelis-Mentenmodel pt = 01 +02xj/(3 +xj).
Furthermore,it is in precisely these nonlinearsettings where departuresfrom assumptions
can have the greatest impact on results obtainedfrom standarddistributionalforms.
Fortunately,the Gibbs sampler provides a computationalmechanismtailor-madefor
this situation.The approachis a Monte Carlointegrationmethodwhich proceedsby a particularMarkovchain, and as such is closely relatedto the "dataaugmentation"approach
to missing-dataproblemsintroducedby Tannerand Wong (1987). The readeris referred
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to Gelfandand Smith (1990) for a discussionof this methodand its properties.Put simply,
given a collection of k (possibly vector-valued)randomvariablesU1,..., Uk, all that we
require to generate a random sample from their full joint distributionp(U1,..., Uk) is
the ability to successively sample from each of the complete conditional distributions
r / s), s = 1,..., k. Providedthese complete conditionaldistributionsuniquely
p(U,•rU,
determine the full joint distribution,Geman and Geman (1984) show that the k-tuple
produced at the tth iterationof the sampling scheme, (Ut) ..., Ukt)),converges in distributionto a random variate from p(U1,..., Uk). Replicating this process G times (a
total of ktG random generations), we obtain k-tuples {U• ,... U), g = 1, ... ,G} for
estimation of any desired marginaldensity. In particular,if p(U, U,., r $ s) is available
in closed form, then

U(t) r $ s).
-p(UsIU

s

(1)

G-rg,g=l

In our case, letting X = (•X,..., X,) and p. = (tl,...,
we requirethe complete
t,),
=
conditionaldistributionsp( II(X
n.
Under
the independenceprior
p.,
\ kj), a, y), j
1,....,

on the componentsof X we haveX[I(X\ k),L,., .,y
But by Bayes'sthe•ijtij,o,yj.
orem, p(X1jI~j,O,yj) oc p(yjIj, o, Xj)p(1j), where the appropriatenormalizationconstant,
a), is known by construction.Hence the complete conditionalfor Xjwill always

p(yjIPtj,
be of known functional form. Generationof the requiredsamples may be done directly
if this form is a standarddensity; otherwise, a carefully selected rejection method may
be employed.
Since the remaining complete conditionals (for 02 and the
are determinedgiven
tj)the normal
convenient
often
be
with
X,
likelihood,
prior specifications may
employed
again leading to direct sampling. Failing this, we may again employ rejection sampling;
the example in the next section offers an illustration.

3. SELECTIONOF AN ERRORDISTRIBUTION
FORA NONLINEAR
MODEL
Consider the model choice problem where M denotes the nonlinear model yj =
gj + Eij,in which tj = f(xj, 0)0,, i indexes the model errordistribution,andj indexes the
observation,as before. Here P is a k-dimensionalvector of linear nuisance parameters,
and f(xj, 0) = (fi(xj,
0)) is a collection of known functions, nonlinearin 0.
0),....,fk(xj,
Fe = (f(xj, 0)), the log likelihood is
Creatingthe n x k matrix
X 2()
log p(y|0, A,.P2,

1
=

(y-Fo

1Tn
i-l(y-Fp)

- n log a2 slog

k,, (2)

j=1

where again y = (y ... ,yn) and Xi = Diag(kl,..., kn). Assume that --' N([o,to), "o
and 1o known. In addition, let 02 - IG(ao,bo), where IG denotes the inverse gamma
distribution,and let 0 have prior distributionp(0).
A conceptually simple solution to estimating the p(Mily), and hence a Bayes factor
(Jeffreys 1961) between any two of the models, is to include a model indicator as a
furtherparameterin the model, as the notation in (2) above suggests. Specifically, think
of M as a discrete parametertaking values in the range { 1,..., m}. Then the complete
conditional for 9M is given by

p(~i0 ,

p(y

y)

,X,a2,

k

, X,

~)p(

0,

,

, 2)

a.,2,
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While this distributionmust be restandardizedat each stage of the Gibbs algorithm,generation of the correspondingMiC(g)samples is a straightforwardprogrammingexercise.
Assuming convergence of the Markov chain to its stationarydistribution,the quantity
(no. of M (g)'sequal to i)/G provides a simple point estimate of p(MiIy) having
,,
maximum
standarderror 1/4G. Next, standardhierarchicalBayes calculations (see
l
Lindley and Smith 1972) yield the following complete conditionaldistributions:
0

I(y,

(-F(yFo lT (-1);

, o, y, Mi oc h(O)= exp

P O,A, o, y, M91(
'~ N(Bb,B),
where B-1 =

-' and b = (1/o2)FOi'y

+

+ 1-100o; and

(1/o2)FT•,'Fo
210.,0,

X,

ao + ,

y, Mii~IG

bo1

yj

+
j=J

f(xlJ

k-1I

Finally, we must determinethe Xj complete conditionals. Suppose that, due to uncertainty about the error density and the impact of possible outliers, we wish to compare
the m = 2 models M3 : ~ t(O,02, v = 2) and M2 : Ej DE(O,o). For M1, we have
the conditional distribution•

(v ,~ (+

1

1

(y{j

-

2

-1

6))2

f(xj,

02

'2
in a mannervery similar to that of Andrews and Mallows (1974). For M92we have the
complete conditional

,

o, 0, 9 X2
oc
oy,

1/2exp
-2

+{

-

,
f(xY )}2

that is, X•j,l, , o,y- M2 r GIG(!, 1, {yj - f(xj, O)}2 /2), j = 1,... ,n, where GIG
denotes the generalized inverse Gaussian distribution(see Devroye 1986, p. 478). In
orderto sample from this density,we note that it is the reciprocalof an inverse Gaussian
a density from which we may easily sample. In fact, all of the
},
(Io/{yj f(xj, O)11 1),
preceeding distributionsare availablein closed form with the exception of that of 0, for
which we would use a rejection sampling method in orderto obtain the necessary Gibbs

samples.
As a concrete example, we will entertaina model
in
used
the Michaelis-Mentenmodel. Here we suppose
biochemical
kinetics,
commonly
that = Y+ axj/(0 + xj), where a, y E R and 0 E R+, so that we have design matrix
EXAMPLE(Michaelis-Mentenmodel).

j-

(1

-.-

1

+
+ x,
F
x. .. analyzed in a Bayesian frameworkby
and T = (y, a). This model has been previously
Eaves (1983), and in a classical frameworkby Currie (1982), among many others [see
the books of Ratkowsky(1983) and Bates and Watts (1988) for additionalreferences].
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TABLE1: Puromycinexperimentdata.

Casej

xi

yj

Casej

xi

yj

1
2
3
4
5
6

0.02
0.02
0.06
0.06
0.11
0.11

76
47
97
107
123
139

7
8
9
10
11
12

0.22
0.22
0.56
0.56
1.10
1.10

159
152
191
201
207
200

The dataset we shall use was collected by Treloar(1974), is reproducedin Bates and
Watts (1988), and is displayed in Table 1. These data record the "velocity"yj of an
enzymatic reaction (in counts/min2)as a function of substrateconcentrationxj (in ppm),
where the enzyme has been treatedwith Puromycin.Our goal is to obtain estimates of
the marginalposteriordensity of the parametera, and also the marginalposteriordensity
of the mean velocity at X = 0.5, a substrateconcentrationnot representedin the original
data.
We implementthe Gibbs sampler using the complete conditional distributionsgiven
above, taking vague priorson P and a2 by letting 1o = 0, ao = 3.44, and bo = 0.00341
(a2 has prior mean 120 and prior variance 1002), and choose a lognormal prior for 0,
log 0 N(-5, 22). Since the complete conditionaldistributionof 0 is availableonly up
,-to h(0),
must be generatedusing a rejectionalgorithm(see
to proportionality
0g')-samples
We
chose to transformto 11= log 0 and use rejection
for example Devroye 1986,
40).
p.
from a multiple of its asymptotic density, a normal with mean r = f^, the generalized
MLE of ri [i.e., the value of ri which maximizes g(rl) = e h(e )], and variancea2 equal
to the reciprocal of the Fisher informationfor ir. To ensure that our rejection density
would "blanket"g(1) in the tails, we actuallyused a heavier-tailedt5 distributionin place
of a normal.Note that, while we have suppressedthis in the notation, and ao are both
tr
functions of the currentGibbs samples (gPt),o(t)
and hence must be recomputed
X•gt)),
at each iterationof the algorithm.
the
Gibbs
for
each
of
the
M4
Running
sampler
separatelywith G = 2500, we monitored
the collection
over
5-unit
t-increments
(t = 5, 10,...). Stabilization
1...,G}
{(), g
of the empirical
and
successive
estimates
obtainedusing Equation
quantiles
density
g(t)
=
indicated
of
the
t
within
50
iterations.
At this point a final
(1)
convergence
algorithm
estimate f(aly, V/4)
was computed for model i. The two resulting density estimates are
shown as brokenlines in Figure 1(a). (As a comparison,a densityestimatefor the standard
model which assumes normalerrorsis also shown.) We then ran the algorithmagain, this
time includingthe model parameter?MVin the samplingorderand generatingit according
=
= 1,2.
to the distributiongiven in (3), where we simply let
1, i
p(9,i04i,Xa,o2)
The resulting estimated posteriorprobabilities(observed
M (g) frequencies)are (to two
= 0.27, where again we used G = 2500 to
decimal places) 3(M1ly) = 0.73 and ^(M2VlIy)
ensure that the standarderrorassociated with each of these point estimateswould be less
than 0.01 (assumingconvergenceof the Markovchain). Finally, we used these estimated
model probabilitiesto mix the t2 and double exponentialestimatedposteriors,obtaining
the final overall estimate 3(aly) shown as the solid line in Figure 1(a). Note that the
estimated posterior seems overly concentratedunder the standard-normal-errors
model.
Of the two more reasonablecandidates,the t2 seems slightly preferable(posteriorodds
of nearly 3: 1). The overall mixture estimate offers a reasonable compromise between
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FIGURE1:

Estimatedposteriors,Puromycindata.t = 50, G = 2500. (a) Posteriorsfor a; modeof
mixture= 185.(b) Posteriorsfor meanresponseat x = 0.5;modeof mixture= 188.1.

the heavier-tailedt2-errorsassumptionand the sharplypeaked double-exponential-errors
model.
To obtain the estimated marginal posterior distributionfor the mean response level
at X = 0.5 (a value not present in the original data), we employ a transformationof
1, whose complete conditional distributionlends itself nicely to this purpose. Putting
6 = E [YIX = 0.5] = ITp, where IT = (1, 0.5/(0 + 0.5)), we easily obtainp(861, (, y,
M) = N(ITBb,ITBI).Mixing this distributionover {(O(t), a, Xt), g = 1... G}, we
obtain the density estimates ^(81y,
)M), i = 1,2, shown again as dashed lines in Figure
We
include
the
1(b).
again
correspondingnormal-modeldensity estimate for comparison.
model
the
same
Using
weights (% Iy)as above, we again may obtain an overall density
estimate ^(81y),again shown as a solid line in the figure.This time the double-exponential
density estimate departs more markedlyfrom the t2-errorsestimate; again the mixture
distributionprovides a compromise.
Figure 1(b) illustratesthe method's ability to derive estimatedposteriorsfor functions
of the model parameterswithoutrerunningthe algorithm.As a final remark,it is perhaps
worth noting that despite the ratherlarge value of G used and the repeatedmaximization
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and conservative asymptotic variance inherent in the 0(g) generation, the algorithm is
surprisinglyfast, completing the Gibbs sampling and all density estimation in roughly
10 minutes on a DECStation3100.
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